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ESCO + RSES HVACR
Learning Network



The HVACR Learning
Network is the result of
a partnership between
the ESCO Institute and
RSES that provides training material from both
organizations to create a cradle-to-grave educational pathway
for the HVACR industry.
Users can access a variety of classes and materials such as
HVACR training videos, hydrocarbon training courses, Honeywell refrigerant training and RSES courses both new and old.
The complete CEH Corner and webinar archive is available on
there as well with new columns updated monthly. If videos are
more your style check out the informative Workbench Series
with short videos that walk the user through issues that the
HVACR technician might encounter in the field.
To access hundreds of great titles and learning channels,
visit https://hvacr.elearn.network. Circle 115 on the
reader service card.

Small But Mighty
Vacuum Pump
from Fieldpiece!

With a small footprint,
the VP67 can go just
about anywhere, along
with its ½ HP AC motor that has all the power
you need to quickly pull
a deep vacuum. Plus, it
comes with four in-line
ports to make hose routing easy—even for three different size hoses.
This new lightweight, portable and powerful pump
performs evacuations faster, freeing you up to visit
more customers. And since it’s a Fieldpiece vacuum
pump, it uses our revolutionary RunQuick Oil Change
System, letting you change the pump’s oil in 20 seconds without making a mess and without turning off
the pump. Learn more at www.fieldpiece.com.
Circle 116 on the reader service card.



Swift’s
Wireless Sensor Platform
Swift Sensors was born on the belief that by making it easy to deploy sensors and analyze sensor data,
refrigeration companies and the customers they serve
will use them in new ways and gain valuable insights
into their operations with actionable data. Swift
Sensors developed a new approach to building a usable, forward-thinking sensor platform with an integrated, software-centric solution. Our wireless sensor
platform combines small plug-and-play sensors with
+5-year battery life, wireless connectivity, and secure
cloud-hosted software, all tightly integrated for simple deployment. Get started today and start monitoring your critical assets. www.swiftsensors.com.
Circle 117 on the reader service card.
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Innovative Sanhua
SEC Superheat
Control Kit



The innovative Sanhua
SEC Superheat Control Kit for LPF electric expansion valves
is destined to revolutionize how technicians approach retrofits
of TXV-based system
failures or new system
builds. It includes a superheat controller, pressure sensor,
temperature sensor and valve stator. Coupled with the correct size Sanhua LPF EEV, it requires less truck stock, fewer
tools and allows faster installation than older TXV setups.
One kit and a few valves on your truck can replace any TXV
up to 3.1-ton R-404A. All refrigerants, all temperature ranges, any superheat setting. And customers enjoy significant
energy savings! For more info: www.sanhuausa.com/us/en/
products/aftermarket-service-products. Circle 118 on the
reader service card.



Rediscover the Great
Indoors with TSI’s
AirAssure IAQ Monitor

When we’re together in the same place,
amazing things happen: collaboration,
creativity, innovation. With the AirAssure Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) Monitor
from TSI Incorporated—a global leader
in performance measurement solutions—
you won’t have to wonder about the state of the air quality of
your indoor spaces. This user-friendly IAQ monitor is ideal for
government agencies and environmental organizations, healthcare, hospitals, assisted living campuses, and medical office
buildings, industrial manufacturing, factories, power generation
and petrochemical plants, hotels, conference centers, shopping
malls, and athletic/entertainment arenas, as well as researchers
and community groups looking to collect IAQ data.
The AirAssure IAQ Monitor equips you to track levels of
particulate matter (PM), traditional IAQ parameters, and up to
six gases. You can also view, analyze and share actionable data all
within the cloud-based TSI Link Solutions. To learn more, visit
tsi.com/AirAssure. Circle 119 on the reader service card.

RSES Journal

Wherever You Go

Did you know you can access RSES Journal on your mobile device? Get the
HVACR Training Authority’s flagship publication wherever you are, today!
Not a Member of RSES? Not a problem! For a limited time, RSES is offering
a FREE YEAR of its DIGITAL EDITION to all industry affiliates.

Don’t miss out on this opportunity to receive the HVACR contractor,
technician and facility manager’s go-to-source for on-the-job knowledge.

Want access now?
Visit rsesjournal.com and click device image to sign up for access today!
Circle Reader Service No. 134
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